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What has changed?
In our most recent note, we had highlighted that the notion "too big to fail" did still 
hold for higher quality SOE names, although we did not see  Evergrande  falling into this 
remit given the Chinese authorities' ongoing policy stance towards the property sector. 
That said, we did not see any imminent risk of a credit event occurring for  Evergrande. 
Since then, there have been a number of setbacks which have led us to believe that a 
credit event  seems unavoidable.  These setbacks include: 1) Evergrande hiring financial 
advisors to explore feasible options to ease its liquidity woes, 2) expectations for 
contracted sales to decline over the next 1-2m (Figure 1) and 3) a further lack of progress 
in terms of property and non-property asset disposals (Figure 2). While the Chinese 
authorities have tried to intervene and ask banks to allow for payment extensions, the 
bottom line remains   that the ability of Evergrande to generate sufficient liquidity in the 
near term through contracted sales and asset disposals  has deteriorated considerably 
and  in turn  increased the likelihood of credit event occurring sooner rather than later.

How big is the size of the problem?
For the Chinese property sector, the offshore financing channel consists of the offshore   
bond market (USD denominated), offshore syndicated loan and private deal financing. 
The offshore bond market is the biggest  in size (and where data is  most readily 
available), with total  debt outstanding currently at ~$209bn, ~70% of which is 
HY rated. Based on our estimates that the total liability of the Chinese property sector is 
close to $4.7trn, the  offshore bond  market therefore only accounts for only 4.5% of 
total  financing for the sector. Evergrande Group's total liability size is ~$313bn, which is 
~6.5% of the total liability of the Chinese property sector. In terms of total offshore  
bonds outstanding, Evergrande Group has ~$19bn, which is equivalent to roughly 
9% of the total  offshore  bond market  and 12% of the total HY offshore bond market. 
Other high beta B-rated property developer names  make up a further ~12.5% of the 
total HY  offshore bond market (Figure 3), which is important given the the high 
correlation between these names and  the  Evergrande price action.

What could cause spill over into global markets?
While our base case is now that a credit event for Evergrande  seems unavoidable, the 
extent to which we get spill over into other markets will be contingent on whether 
Evergrande restructures or fully liquidates. As of today, we remain confident that the 
former is a much more probable outcome. On that basis, current pricing (Figure 4) of the 
2025 bonds at $27 (implying a recovery rate of 25-30%) seems reasonable to us,  with 
the current discount reflecting a haircut for Evergrande's weaker balance sheet, thin 
trading liquidity and some risk premium associated with a  full liquidation. In the event of 
a restructuring, we expect the bonds to bounce off their lows and contagion to  be 
broadly limited, but in the event of a full liquidation, we do expect to see a high degree 
of contagion via three key channels: 

1. Investors getting extremely low recovery values, something which would lead to a 
material loss of investor confidence in the broader property sector/Asia HY offshore 
market  and create spill over into the broader Chinese financial assets. We saw this 
play out the Baoshang bank bankruptcy last year, where a liquidity squeeze in the 
interbank market was caused by banks cut off their lending to non-bank institutions 
and small banks. This consequently led a sell-off in local rates in China. We think this 
could cause also lead to a repricing of risk premium across global credit markets, with 
EM underperforming DM and HY-IG decompression in both USD/EUR markets.
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2. A domino effect of credit events, given that both banks and non-banks    with large 
exposures to Evergrande could potentially go under or be forced into restructuring. 
This would  again create spill over into other Chinese financial assets and drive 
underperformance of financials in particular across both DM and EM credit/equity 
markets, led by those names with direct   exposure either to  Evergrande itself, its 
subsidiaries  or  its creditors. Evergrande's liabilities are said to involve more than ~130 
banks and over ~120 non-banking institutions, while the developer also hires ~4mn 
people every year for project developments, something which could  also lead to 
increased investor concerns around financial stability risks in China.

3. A full liquidation would involve  Keepwell Agreements not being adhered to  – 
something which we think will force rating agencies to recalibrate their 
methodologies and remove multiple rating uplifts and assumptions of state support 
across non-property sectors both within the offshore USD market as well as the 
onshore market. This could lead to added selling pressure and drive large  liquidity 
distortions across both Chinese offshore and onshore bond markets, with potential 
for spillover into EM credit, given that  several EM credit accounts  do tend to hold 
Chinese offshore bonds as a part of their Asia HY exposure.

What should investors be watching out for?
The primary thing we think investors should be watching out for in the coming weeks/
months will be upcoming coupon payments on offshore bonds, as this could be the 
trigger for a credit event.  Upcoming coupon payments on offshore bonds are due on the 
23/09, 29/09 and 11/10 (see Figure 5). The second thing to watch will be the price action 
in other high beta B-rated developer credits, something we think will  provide a useful 
gauge of systemic risk in  the property sector as well as consensus expectations with 
respect to what an Evergrande credit event might look like. Spill over into other high 
beta B-rated developer credits has been fairly muted thus far, with investors still hopeful 
of a creditor friendly  resolution for Evergrande  and fundamentals generally having 
sequentially improved through H1 21' despite increased regulation/tighter Chinese 
credit. The third and final thing to watch will be Chinese credit/property policy. Our 
expectation is that the government is set to stay tight generally on property policies but 
not to escalate tightening further, although we do think that local governments may 
ease the implementation if housing construction decline sharply for a few months, 
something which should help provide some sentiment relief for issuers across the sector.

Figures 1 to 6 on next page...
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Figure 1: We had previously stated that contracted sales 
would be a key near term source of  liquidity to help ease 
default fears. With sales volumes and prices set to be 
challenged over the next few months, default risks have 
increased fairly materially…
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Figure 2: Secondly, we had assumed that Evergrande 
would make further progress in terms of generating 
liquidity through property and non-property assets sales. 
We have seen very little evidence of this so far, while asset 
values have continued to fall...
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Figure 3: In terms of size, Evergrande makes up ~10% of 
Chinese HY Offshore market, while other high beta B-
rated credits make up a further 8%. Weakness in these 
credits we think could drive broader contagion, with 
positioning in Evergrande remains light...

2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 YTD-2021

Evergrande Group 18% 13% 10% 4% 9% 11% 10% 10%

Kaisa 2% 3% 4% 0% 4% 4% 4% 5%

Guangzhou R&F 1% 2% 4% 2% 2% 2% 2% 2%

China South City 1% 1% 1% 1% 0% 1% 1% 1%

Xinyuan real Estate 1% 1% 1% 1% 1% 1% 1% 0%

High beta B- 22% 19% 19% 8% 16% 19% 18% 18%

CH HY props 72% 73% 75% 54% 51% 60% 66% 70%

% of CH HY Market

Source : Bloomberg, UBS

Figure 4: Current pricing of the 2025 bonds at $27   seems 
reasonable to us, with the current discount reflecting a 
haircut for Evergrande's weaker balance sheet, thin 
trading liquidity and some risk premium associated with a 
potential full liquidation...
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Figure 5: The primary thing we think investors should be 
watching out for in the coming weeks/months will be 
upcoming coupon payments on offshore bonds, a this 
could be the trigger for a default event...

Bond Maturity
Next Call 

Date

Next Coupon 

Date

Amount Oustanding 

($, bn)

EVERRE 8 1/4 03/23/22 23/03/2022 15/10/2021 23/09/2021 2.025

EVERRE 9 1/2 03/29/24 29/03/2024 15/10/2021 29/09/2021 0.951

EVERRE 10 1/2 04/11/24 11/04/2024 11/04/2022 11/10/2021 0.700

EVERRE 10 04/11/23 11/04/2023 15/10/2021 11/10/2021 0.850

EVERRE 9 1/2 04/11/22 11/04/2022 - 11/10/2021 1.450

EVERRE 8 3/4 06/28/25 28/06/2025 15/10/2021 28/12/2021 4.680

EVERRE 7 1/2 06/28/23 28/06/2023 15/10/2021 28/12/2021 1.345

EVERRE 12 01/22/24 22/01/2024 22/01/2022 22/01/2022 1.000

EVERRE 11 1/2 01/22/23 22/01/2023 - 22/01/2022 1.000

EVERRE 4 1/4 02/14/23 14/02/2023 - 14/02/2022 0.101

Source : Bloomberg, UBS

Figure 6: With carry having been the primary driver of Asia 
HY returns over the past 10 years, we do think that the 
current yields on offer in more fundamentally sound 
credits will be hard to ignore for investors. This should 
drive spreads tighter into year end...

 
Total 

Return

Carry 

Return

Non-Carry 

Return

Excess 

Return

Carry 

Return

Non-Carry 

Return

2011 3.3% 8.2% -4.9% -8.1% 6.1% -14.2%

2012 20.5% 8.0% 12.5% 18.1% 6.0% 12.1%

2013 1.5% 7.9% -6.4% 3.4% 6.1% -2.7%

2014 6.1% 7.6% -1.5% 3.6% 6.0% -2.4%

2015 4.7% 7.1% -2.4% 3.4% 5.5% -2.1%

2016 11.5% 6.9% 4.5% 10.3% 5.3% 5.0%

2017 6.9% 6.4% 0.5% 6.0% 4.7% 1.3%

2018 -3.4% 6.1% -9.5% -4.8% 4.3% -9.1%

2019 12.6% 6.4% 6.2% 8.2% 4.3% 3.8%

2020 5.2% 6.7% -1.5% 0.9% 4.6% -3.8%

2021 0.8% 3.7% -2.9% 0.9% 2.8% -1.9%

Median Return 5.6% 7.0% -1.5% 3.5% 5.4% -2.2%

Return % Total 124.6% -26.7% 154.1% -63.3%

Return Volatility 6.6% 0.7% 6.5% 7.4% 0.8% 7.4%

Volatility % Total - 11.2% 98.1% - 10.2% 99.4%

Source : Bloomberg indices, UBS
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Valuation Method and Risk Statement

Risks of multi-asset investing include but are not limited to market risk, credit risk, interest rate 
risk, and foreign exchange risk. Correlations of returns among different asset classes may 
deviate from historical patterns. Geopolitical events and policy shocks pose risks that can 
reduce asset returns. Valuations may be adversely affected during times of high market 
volatility, thin liquidity, and economic dislocation.
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Analyst Certification: 
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UBS Investment Research: Global Equity Rating Definitions

12-Month Rating Definition Coverage1 IB Services2

Buy FSR is > 6% above the MRA. 53% 32%

Neutral FSR is between -6% and 6% of the MRA. 36% 30%

Sell FSR is > 6% below the MRA. 11% 21%

Short-Term Rating Definition Coverage3 IB Services4

Buy Stock price expected to rise within three months from the time the 
rating was assigned because of a specific catalyst or event. <1% <1%

Sell Stock price expected to fall within three months from the time the 
rating was assigned because of a specific catalyst or event. <1% <1%

Source: UBS. Rating allocations are as of 30 June 2021.
 1:Percentage of companies under coverage globally within the 12-month rating category.
 2:Percentage of companies within the 12-month rating category for which investment banking (IB) services were provided within the 
past 12 months.
 3:Percentage of companies under coverage globally within the Short-Term rating category.
 4:Percentage of companies within the Short-Term rating category for which investment banking (IB) services were provided within the 
past 12 months.

KEY DEFINITIONS: Forecast Stock Return (FSR) is defined as expected percentage price appreciation plus gross dividend yield over 
the next 12 months. In some cases, this yield may be based on accrued dividends. Market Return Assumption (MRA) is defined as 
the one-year local market interest rate plus 5% (a proxy for, and not a forecast of, the equity risk premium). Under Review (UR) 
Stocks may be flagged as UR by the analyst, indicating that the stock's price target and/or rating are subject to possible change in the 
near term, usually in response to an event that may affect the investment case or valuation. Short-Term Ratings reflect the expected 
near-term (up to three months) performance of the stock and do not reflect any change in the fundamental view or investment case. 
Equity Price Targets have an investment horizon of 12 months.

EXCEPTIONS AND SPECIAL CASES: UK and European Investment Fund ratings and definitions are: Buy: Positive on factors 
such as structure, management, performance record, discount; Neutral: Neutral on factors such as structure, management, 
performance record, discount; Sell: Negative on factors such as structure, management, performance record, discount. Core 
Banding Exceptions (CBE): Exceptions to the standard +/-6% bands may be granted by the Investment Review Committee (IRC). 
Factors considered by the IRC include the stock's volatility and the credit spread of the respective company's debt. As a result, stocks 
deemed to be very high or low risk may be subject to higher or lower bands as they relate to the rating. When such exceptions apply, 
they will be identified in the Company Disclosures table in the relevant research piece.
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Company Disclosures

Company Name Reuters 12-month rating Price Price date

China Evergrande Group2,4,5,16 3333.HK Sell HK$2.81 15 Sep 2021

Source: UBS. All prices as of local market close.
Ratings in this table are the most current published ratings prior to this report. They may be more recent than the stock 
pricing date.
2. UBS AG, its affiliates or subsidiaries has acted as manager/co-manager in the underwriting or placement of securities 

of this company/entity or one of its affiliates within the past 12 months.
4. Within the past 12 months, UBS AG, its affiliates or subsidiaries has received compensation for investment banking 

services from this company/entity or one of its affiliates.
5. UBS AG, its affiliates or subsidiaries expect to receive or intend to seek compensation for investment banking 

services from this company/entity within the next three months.
16. UBS Securities Hong Kong Limited is a market maker in the Hong Kong-listed securities of this company.

Unless otherwise indicated, please refer to the Valuation and Risk sections within the body of this report. For a complete set of 
disclosure statements associated with the companies discussed in this report, including information on valuation and risk, please 
contact UBS Securities LLC, 1285 Avenue of Americas, New York, NY 10019, USA, Attention: Investment Research.
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Date Stock Price (HK$) Price Target (HK$) Rating

2018-06-15 22.70 24.36 Neutral
2019-01-02 21.80 17.60 Sell
2019-04-24 25.00 31.90 Buy
2019-07-23 21.30 28.90 Buy
2019-09-26 16.72 17.80 Neutral
2019-12-24 20.70 19.50 Neutral
2020-01-10 21.50 21.80 Neutral
2020-05-18 15.96 14.90 Neutral
2020-09-10 16.10 15.20 Neutral
2021-01-12 14.50 6.00 Sell
2021-07-26 6.71 3.50 Sell

Source: UBS; as of 15-Sep-2021
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compensation may relate to the revenues of UBS and/or its divisions as a whole, of which investment banking, sales and trading are a part, and UBS's subsidiaries, 
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branches and affiliates as a whole.
For financial instruments admitted to trading on an EU regulated market: UBS AG, its affiliates or subsidiaries (excluding UBS Securities LLC) acts as a market 
maker or liquidity provider (in accordance with the interpretation of these terms under English law or, if not carried out by UBS in the UK the law of the relevant 
jurisdiction in which UBS determines it carries out the activity) in the financial instruments of the issuer save that where the activity of liquidity provider is carried 
out in accordance with the definition given to it by the laws and regulations of any other EU jurisdictions, such information is separately disclosed in this 
document. For financial instruments admitted to trading on a non-EU regulated market: UBS may act as a market maker save that where this activity is carried out 
in the US in accordance with the definition given to it by the relevant laws and regulations, such activity will be specifically disclosed in this document. UBS may 
have issued a warrant the value of which is based on one or more of the financial instruments referred to in the document. UBS and its affiliates and employees 
may have long or short positions, trade as principal and buy and sell in instruments or derivatives identified herein; such transactions or positions may be 
inconsistent with the opinions expressed in this document.
Within the past 12 months UBS AG, its affiliates or subsidiaries may have received or provided investment services and activities or ancillary services as per MiFID 
II which may have given rise to a payment or promise of a payment in relation to these services from or to this company.
Where Global Research refers to "UBS Evidence Lab Inside" or has made use of data provided by UBS Evidence Lab you understand that UBS Evidence Lab is a 
separate department to Global Research and that UBS Evidence Lab does not provide research, investment recommendations or advice. UBS Evidence Lab may 
provide services to other internal and external clients.
United Kingdom: This material is distributed by UBS AG, London Branch to persons who are eligible counterparties or professional clients. UBS AG, London 
Branch is authorised by the Prudential Regulation Authority and subject to regulation by the Financial Conduct Authority and limited regulation by the Prudential 
Regulation Authority. Europe: Except as otherwise specified herein, these materials are distributed by UBS Europe SE, a subsidiary of UBS AG, to persons who are 
eligible counterparties or professional clients (as detailed in the Bundesanstalt fur Finanzdienstleistungsaufsicht (BaFin) Rules and according to MIFID) and are only 
available to such persons. The information does not apply to, and should not be relied upon by, retail clients. UBS Europe SE is authorised by the European Central 
Bank (ECB) and regulated by the BaFin and the ECB. Germany: Where an analyst of UBS Europe SE has contributed to this document, the document is also 
deemed to have been prepared by UBS Europe SE. In all cases it is distributed by UBS Europe SE and UBS AG, London Branch. Luxembourg, the Netherlands, 
Belgium and Ireland: Where an analyst of UBS Europe SE has contributed to this document, the document is also deemed to have been prepared by UBS Europe 
SE. In all cases it is distributed by UBS Europe SE and UBS AG, London Branch. Turkey: Distributed by UBS AG, London Branch. No information in this document 
is provided for the purpose of offering, marketing and sale by any means of any capital market instruments and services in the Republic of Turkey. Therefore, this 
document may not be considered as an offer made or to be made to residents of the Republic of Turkey. UBS AG, London Branch is not licensed by the Turkish 
Capital Market Board under the provisions of the Capital Market Law (Law No. 6362). Accordingly, neither this document nor any other offering material related 
to the instruments/services may be utilized in connection with providing any capital market services to persons within the Republic of Turkey without the prior 
approval of the Capital Market Board. However, according to article 15 (d) (ii) of the Decree No. 32, there is no restriction on the purchase or sale of the securities 
abroad by residents of the Republic of Turkey. Poland: Distributed by UBS Europe SE (spolka z ograniczona odpowiedzialnoscia) Oddzial w Polsce regulated by the 
Polish Financial Supervision Authority. Where an analyst of UBS Europe SE (spolka z ograniczona odpowiedzialnoscia) Oddzial w Polsce has contributed to this 
document, the document is also deemed to have been prepared by UBS Europe SE (spolka z ograniczona odpowiedzialnoscia) Oddzial w Polsce. Russia: Prepared 
and distributed by UBS Bank (OOO). "Should not be construed as an individual Investment Recommendation for the purpose of the Russian Law" - Federal Law 
#39-FZ ON THE SECURITIES MARKET Articles 6.1-6.2. Switzerland: Distributed by UBS AG to persons who are institutional investors only. UBS AG is regulated by 
the Swiss Financial Market Supervisory Authority (FINMA). Italy: Prepared by UBS Europe SE and distributed by UBS Europe SE and UBS Europe SE, Italy Branch. 
Where an analyst of UBS Europe SE, Italy Branch has contributed to this document, the document is also deemed to have been prepared by UBS Europe SE, Italy 
Branch. France: Prepared by UBS Europe SE and distributed by UBS Europe SE and UBS Europe SE, France Branch. Where an analyst of UBS Europe SE, France 
Branch has contributed to this document, the document is also deemed to have been prepared by UBS Europe SE, France Branch. Spain: Prepared by UBS Europe 
SE and distributed by UBS Europe SE and UBS Europe SE, Spain Branch. Where an analyst of UBS Europe SE, Spain Branch has contributed to this document, the 
document is also deemed to have been prepared by UBS Europe SE, Spain Branch. Sweden: Prepared by UBS Europe SE and distributed by UBS Europe SE and 
UBS Europe SE, Sweden Branch. Where an analyst of UBS Europe SE, Sweden Branch has contributed to this document, the document is also deemed to have 
been prepared by UBS Europe SE, Sweden Branch. South Africa: Distributed by UBS South Africa (Pty) Limited (Registration No. 1995/011140/07), an authorised 
user of the JSE and an authorised Financial Services Provider (FSP 7328). Saudi Arabia: This document has been issued by UBS AG (and/or any of its subsidiaries, 
branches or affiliates), a public company limited by shares, incorporated in Switzerland with its registered offices at Aeschenvorstadt 1, CH-4051 Basel and 
Bahnhofstrasse 45, CH-8001 Zurich. This publication has been approved by UBS Saudi Arabia (a subsidiary of UBS AG), a Saudi closed joint stock company 
incorporated in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia under commercial register number 1010257812 having its registered office at Tatweer Towers, P.O. Box 75724, 
Riyadh 11588, Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. UBS Saudi Arabia is authorized and regulated by the Capital Market Authority to conduct securities business under 
license number 08113-37. UAE / Dubai: The information distributed by UBS AG Dubai Branch is only intended for Professional Clients and/or Market 
Counterparties, as classified under the DFSA rulebook. No other person should act upon this material/communication. The information is not for further 
distribution within the United Arab Emirates. UBS AG Dubai Branch is regulated by the DFSA in the DIFC. UBS is not licensed to provide banking services in the 
UAE by the Central Bank of the UAE, nor is it licensed by the UAE Securities and Commodities Authority. Israel: This Material is distributed by UBS AG, London 
Branch. UBS Securities Israel Ltd is a licensed Investment Marketer that is supervised by the Israel Securities Authority (ISA). UBS AG, London Branch and its 
affiliates incorporated outside Israel are not licensed under the Israeli Advisory Law. UBS may engage among others in issuance of Financial Assets or in 
distribution of Financial Assets of other issuers for fees or other benefits. UBS AG, London Branch and its affiliates may prefer various Financial Assets to which 
they have or may have an Affiliation (as such term is defined under the Israeli Advisory Law). Nothing in this Material should be considered as investment advice 
under the Israeli Advisory Law. This Material is being issued only to and/or is directed only at persons who are Eligible Clients within the meaning of the Israeli 
Advisory Law, and this Material must not be furnished to, relied on or acted upon by any other persons. United States: Distributed to US persons by either UBS 
Securities LLC or by UBS Financial Services Inc., subsidiaries of UBS AG; or by a group, subsidiary or affiliate of UBS AG that is not registered as a US broker-dealer 
(a ‘non-US affiliate’) to major US institutional investors only. UBS Securities LLC or UBS Financial Services Inc. accepts responsibility for the content of a report 
prepared by another non-US affiliate when distributed to US persons by UBS Securities LLC or UBS Financial Services Inc. All transactions by a US person in the 
securities mentioned in this report must be effected through UBS Securities LLC or UBS Financial Services Inc., and not through a non-US affiliate. UBS Securities 
LLC is not acting as a municipal advisor to any municipal entity or obligated person within the meaning of Section 15B of the Securities Exchange Act (the 
"Municipal Advisor Rule"), and the opinions or views contained herein are not intended to be, and do not constitute, advice within the meaning of the Municipal 
Advisor Rule. Canada: Distributed by UBS Securities Canada Inc., a registered investment dealer in Canada and a Member-Canadian Investor Protection Fund, or 
by another affiliate of UBS AG that is registered to conduct business in Canada or is otherwise exempt from registration. Brazil: Except as otherwise specified 
herein, this material is prepared by UBS Brasil CCTVM S.A.¹ to persons who are eligible investors residing in Brazil, which are considered to be Investidores 
Profissionais, as designated by the applicable regulation, mainly the CVM Instruction No. 539 from the 13th of November 2013 (determines the duty to verify the 
suitability of products, services and transactions with regards to the client´s profile). ¹UBS Brasil CCTVM S.A. is a subsidiary of UBS BB Servicos de Assessoria 
Financeira e Participacoes S.A. (“UBS BB”). UBS BB is an association between UBS AG and Banco do Brasil, of which UBS AG is the majority owner. Mexico: This 
report has been distributed and prepared by UBS Casa de Bolsa, S.A. de C.V., a subsidiary of UBS AG. This document is intended for distribution to institutional or 
sophisticated investors only. Research reports only reflect the views of the analysts responsible for the report. Analysts do not receive any compensation from the 
persons or entities different from UBS Casa de Bolsa, S.A. de C.V., or different from entities belonging to the same financial group or business group of such Hong 
Kong: Distributed by UBS Securities Asia Limited. Please contact local licensed persons of UBS Securities Asia Limited in respect of any matters arising from, or in 
connection with, the analysis or document Singapore: Distributed by UBS Securities Pte. Ltd. [MCI (P) 003/08/2020 and Co. Reg. No.: 198500648C] or UBS AG, 
Singapore Branch. Please contact UBS Securities Pte. Ltd., an exempt financial adviser under the Singapore Financial Advisers Act (Cap. 110); or UBS AG, 
Singapore Branch, an exempt financial adviser under the Singapore Financial Advisers Act (Cap. 110) and a wholesale bank licensed under the Singapore Banking 
Act (Cap. 19) regulated by the Monetary Authority of Singapore, in respect of any matters arising from, or in connection with, the analysis or document. The 
recipients of this document represent and warrant that they are accredited and institutional investors as defined in the Securities and Futures Act (Cap. 289). 
Japan: Distributed by UBS Securities Japan Co., Ltd. to professional investors (except as otherwise permitted). Where this report has been prepared by UBS 
Securities Japan Co., Ltd., UBS Securities Japan Co., Ltd. is the author, publisher and distributor of the report. Distributed by UBS AG, Tokyo Branch to Professional 
Investors (except as otherwise permitted) in relation to foreign exchange and other banking businesses when relevant. Australia: Clients of UBS AG: Distributed 
by UBS AG (ABN 47 088 129 613 and holder of Australian Financial Services License No. 231087). Clients of UBS Securities Australia Ltd: Distributed by UBS 
Securities Australia Ltd (ABN 62 008 586 481 and holder of Australian Financial Services License No. 231098). This Document contains general information and/or 
general advice only and does not constitute personal financial product advice. As such, the Information in this document has been prepared without taking into 
account any investor’s objectives, financial situation or needs, and investors should, before acting on the Information, consider the appropriateness of the 
Information, having regard to their objectives, financial situation and needs. If the Information contained in this document relates to the acquisition, or potential 
acquisition of a particular financial product by a ‘Retail’ client as defined by section 761G of the Corporations Act 2001 where a Product Disclosure Statement 
would be required, the retail client should obtain and consider the Product Disclosure Statement relating to the product before making any decision about 
whether to acquire the product. New Zealand: Distributed by UBS New Zealand Ltd. UBS New Zealand Ltd is not a registered bank in New Zealand. You are being 
provided with this UBS publication or material because you have indicated to UBS that you are a “wholesale client” within the meaning of section 5C of the 
Financial Advisers Act 2008 of New Zealand (Permitted Client). This publication or material is not intended for clients who are not Permitted Clients (non-
permitted Clients). If you are a non-permitted Client you must not rely on this publication or material. If despite this warning you nevertheless rely on this 
publication or material, you hereby (i) acknowledge that you may not rely on the content of this publication or material and that any recommendations or 
opinions in such this publication or material are not made or provided to you, and (ii) to the maximum extent permitted by law (a) indemnify UBS and its associates 
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or related entities (and their respective Directors, officers, agents and Advisors) (each a ‘Relevant Person’) for any loss, damage, liability or claim any of them may 
incur or suffer as a result of, or in connection with, your unauthorised reliance on this publication or material and (b) waive any rights or remedies you may have 
against any Relevant Person for (or in respect of) any loss, damage, liability or claim you may incur or suffer as a result of, or in connection with, your unauthorised 
reliance on this publication or material. Korea: Distributed in Korea by UBS Securities Pte. Ltd., Seoul Branch. This report may have been edited or contributed to 
from time to time by affiliates of UBS Securities Pte. Ltd., Seoul Branch. This material is intended for professional/institutional clients only and not for distribution 
to any retail clients. Malaysia: This material is authorized to be distributed in Malaysia by UBS Securities Malaysia Sdn. Bhd (Capital Markets Services License No.: 
CMSL/A0063/2007). This material is intended for professional/institutional clients only and not for distribution to any retail clients. India: Distributed by UBS 
Securities India Private Ltd. (Corporate Identity Number U67120MH1996PTC097299) 2/F, 2 North Avenue, Maker Maxity, Bandra Kurla Complex, Bandra (East), 
Mumbai (India) 400051. Phone: +912261556000. It provides brokerage services bearing SEBI Registration Number: INZ000259830; merchant banking services 
bearing SEBI Registration Number: INM000010809 and Research Analyst services bearing SEBI Registration Number: INH000001204. UBS AG, its affiliates or 
subsidiaries may have debt holdings or positions in the subject Indian company/companies. Within the past 12 months, UBS AG, its affiliates or subsidiaries may 
have received compensation for non-investment banking securities-related services and/or non-securities services from the subject Indian company/companies. 
The subject company/companies may have been a client/clients of UBS AG, its affiliates or subsidiaries during the 12 months preceding the date of distribution of 
the research report with respect to investment banking and/or non-investment banking securities-related services and/or non-securities services. With regard to 
information on associates, please refer to the Annual Report at: http://www.ubs.com/global/en/about_ubs/investor_relations/annualreporting.html Taiwan: 
Except as otherwise specified herein, this material may not be distributed in Taiwan. Information and material on securities/instruments that are traded in a Taiwan 
organized exchange is deemed to be issued and distributed by UBS Securities Pte. LTD., Taipei Branch, which is licensed and regulated by Taiwan Financial 
Supervisory Commission. Save for securities/instruments that are traded in a Taiwan organized exchange, this material should not constitute "recommendation" 
to clients or recipients in Taiwan for the covered companies or any companies mentioned in this document. No portion of the document may be reproduced or 
quoted by the press or any other person without authorisation from UBS. Indonesia: This report is being distributed by PT UBS Sekuritas Indonesia and is 
delivered by its licensed employee(s), including marketing/sales person, to its client. PT UBS Sekuritas Indonesia, having its registered office at Sequis Tower Level 
22 unit 22-1,Jl.Jend. Sudirman, kav.71, SCBD lot 11B, Jakarta 12190, Indonesia, is a subsidiary company of UBS AG and licensed under Capital Market Law no. 8 
year 1995, a holder of broker-dealer and underwriter licenses issued by the Capital Market and Financial Institution Supervisory Agency (now Otoritas Jasa 
Keuangan/OJK). PT UBS Sekuritas Indonesia is also a member of Indonesia Stock Exchange and supervised by Otoritas Jasa Keuangan (OJK). Neither this report 
nor any copy hereof may be distributed in Indonesia or to any Indonesian citizens except in compliance with applicable Indonesian capital market laws and 
regulations. This report is not an offer of securities in Indonesia and may not be distributed within the territory of the Republic of Indonesia or to Indonesian 
citizens in circumstance which constitutes an offering within the meaning of Indonesian capital market laws and regulations.
The disclosures contained in research documents produced by UBS AG, London Branch or UBS Europe SE shall be governed by and construed in accordance with 
English law.
UBS specifically prohibits the redistribution of this document in whole or in part without the written permission of UBS and in any event UBS accepts no liability 
whatsoever for any redistribution of this document or its contents or the actions of third parties in this respect. Images may depict objects or elements that are 
protected by third party copyright, trademarks and other intellectual property rights. © UBS 2021. The key symbol and UBS are among the registered and 
unregistered trademarks of UBS. All rights reserved.
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